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Abstract–The high resolution research tomography (HRRT) is
currently the most complex human brain scanner due to its ability
to detect the gamma depth of interaction, its octagonal geometry,
and the large number of crystals (119,808) leading to
approximately 4.5 x 109 possible lines of response (LORs).
Reconstruction of dynamic studies on this scanner is particularly
challenging due to the dynamic range of both, number of acquired
events per frame and acquisition count rates. Some artifacts have
been observed with phantom studies: here we evaluate their
impact on time activity curves (TACs) and binding potential (BP)
values in realistic scanning situations with the ultimate goal of
defining an efficient and accurate image reconstruction protocol.
Non-human primate studies were used for this purpose. We
compared TACs and BPs obtained from images reconstructed
with three different reconstruction algorithms, two different axial
spanning configurations and detector normalization factors
obtained from two different data sets. We also compared BP
values obtained from scans of the same animal performed on the
Siemens ECAT 963B and the HRRT under identical conditions.
The statistical reconstruction methods produced nearly identical
results and the impact of emission/normalization count rate
mismatch was found to be effectively negligible. Likewise no
image degradation due to increased axial spanning was observed.
Data obtained from the analytical method were less robust and in
general much more sensitive to noise, thus demonstrating a
suboptimal performance of this algorithm. The BP values
obtained with the HRRT were by approximately 50% higher
compared to those obtained in the ECAT as a result of the
increased resolution of this tomograph.

I. INTRODUCTION
research tomography (HRRT) is
Tcurrentlyhightheresolution
most complex human brain scanner due to its
HE

large number of crystals (119,808) and ability to decode the
depth of γ interaction in the crystal. The crystals are grouped
into 8 detector heads, leading to an octagonal design with gaps
in between heads. The number of possible lines of response
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(LORs) is approximately 4.5 x 109, which is the highest
number of possible LORs in any human scanner leading to
associated challenges in data processing and reconstruction.
The use of analytical reconstruction algorithms, which are
known to preserve linearity with the imaged concentration,
tends to lead to artifacts due to the necessary gap filling step
and to a relatively poor noise control. Statistical reconstruction
algorithms on the other hand, while better able to account for
the presence of gaps, tend to be very CPU intensive and prone
to inaccuracies in a situation where only a low number of
counts is acquired in any specific time frame.
Such
inaccuracies are highly dependent on the specific algorithm
and details of its implementation (1).
Dynamic studies on the HRRT (2, 3) provide very stringent
testing grounds for efficient and accurate data quantification
and reconstruction, due to the large dynamic range of both, the
number of acquired events per frame and acquisition count
rates. The accuracy of several reconstruction algorithms and
detector normalization procedures has already been tested with
high statistics phantom studies and artifacts and differences
have been observed (1, 4, 5). However not much is known
about the impact of such differences on images acquired under
realistic scanning situations, where the uncertainties due to the
often count limited data sets might dominate over systematic
errors. The goal of this study was to evaluate the impact of
such artifacts on data obtained in representative realistic
scanning situations. We used two non-human primate studies,
performed at different count-rates and compared both, time
activity curves for selected regions and related binding
potentials as a function of (i) emission/normalization count rate
mismatch, (ii) reconstruction algorithm, (iii) axial spanning
(degree of axial binning). Three reconstruction methods were
evaluated: FORE + DIFT (Fourier rebinning – direct inverse
Fourier transform), 3DOP (3D - Ordered subset expectation
maximization - Ordinary Poisson) (6) and a newly developed
list mode based Ordinary Poisson reconstruction method (LMOP) (7-8). In addition, we also compared time activity curves
(TACs) and binding potential (BP) estimates obtained on the
HRRT to those obtained in a previous generation scanner, the
Siemens ECAT 953B (9) to evaluate the impact of the higher
scanner resolution on the biological measures.
II. METHODS
A. Scans
Subject 1. A non-human primate underwent a 60 min 11Cdihydrotetrabenazine (DTBZ – a vesicular monoamine
transporter VMAT2 marker) scan on the HRRT (after a 6 min
transmission scan and a 5mCi bolus injection). Data were
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acquired in list mode and then framed into a 5x1min, 5x5 min
and 4x7.5 min framing sequence. The number of counts/frame
in this study ranged from 13M to 140M (see figure 1) and the
count rate ranged between 600 and 50 kcps. 120 min later the
same animal was scanned on the ECAT 953B with an identical
scanning protocol.
Subject2. A non-human primate was injected (bolus +
constant infusion) with a total of 5mCi of the dopamine D2
receptor antagonist 11C-raclopride (RAC) and scanned for 60
min after performing a 6 min attenuation scan with a 137Cs
source. The same framing sequence was used for this study.
The number of counts/frame ranged from 8M to 42M (figure
1), while the count rate ranged between 200 and 25 kcps. This
animal was scanned only on the HRRT.
Tot al number of pr ompt s in each f r ame

50

Tot al number of pr ompt s in each f r ame

150

C. Data analysis
Three approximately 19.5mm2 regions of interest (ROIs)
were placed on each striatum (caudate, putamen and ventral
striatum) and six approximately 41.4 mm2 ROIs were placed
on the occipital cortex. The ROIs were placed on five adjacent
HRRT planes and two ECAT planes (for study 1) so as to
approximately match the axial extent of the ROI (~ 6 mm). The
reference region ROI and related TAC was obtained as average
of the six cortical ROIs. For study 1 the placement and size of
the ROIs was visually matched as close as possible between
the two scanners. Data were compared in terms of TACs and
BP values which were approximated by the ratio between the
striatal ROI values and reference region ROI values – 1. The
TAC comparison was performed by estimating the average
ratio between individual TACs points obtained under the
selected circumstances of interest and the minimum and
maximum values of such ratio across all time points.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 1. Total number of events for the two studies - study 1 right and study
2 left.

A. Effect of emission and normalization count rate
mismatch.
Figures 2 and 3 show the impact of the normalization scan
count rate on the BP estimate and TACs
for each
reconstruction algorithm for both studies. In principle, the
count rate of study 2 is better matched by NORM2, while the
count rate of study 1 spans the count rate of both normalization
data sets. In spite of these count rate variations no systematic
differences in either the BP or TAC values were found as a
function of normalization count rate.
Overall, there is very little difference (< 5%) between the BP
and TAC values obtained with the two normalization data sets
for the statistical reconstruction algorithms for either study.
The biggest variation is observed for both variables (> 10% for
BP and 25% for the TAC comparison) for FD span 3,
particularly for study 2, which had less counts, indicating the
poor performance and sensitivity to noise exhibited by of this
algorithm.

B. Data processing
HRRT-Detector normalization factors. Two different sets of
normalization factors were used, one calculated from data
acquired at ~ 610 kcps (NORM1) and the other calculated from
data acquired at ~ 120 kcps (NORM2).
HRRT-Reconstruction methods. For each normalization data
set three reconstruction methods were used: FD, 3DOP with 16
angular subsets and 6 iterations, followed by a 2 mm FWHM
gaussian filtering and LM-OP with 16 temporal subset and 6
iterations followed by a 2 mm FWHM gaussian filtering. The
two sinogram based reconstruction methods, FD and 3DOP,
were applied to data binned in axial span 3 (individual
sinograms binned into a 1-2-1 pattern) and axial span 9
(individual sinograms binned into a 4-5-4 pattern). The
3DOP sp3
3DOP sp3
BP
/BP
BP
/BP
3DOP sp9
reconstruction time for data binned in span 9 is approximately
3DOP sp9
LM-OP
1.05
LM-OP
FD sp3
60% faster compared to that required to reconstruct data binned 1.04
FD sp3
1.15
FD sp 9
FD sp 9
in span 3.
1.03
1.1
The two statistical algorithms, 3DOP and LM-OP, include 1.02
1.05
the same scatter and smoothed random estimate in the image 1.01
1
1
update factor (10-11). It is interesting to point out that these
two algorithms are conceptually identical, with the exception 0.99
0.95
0.98
of using time as opposed to angular subsets in the image update 0.97
0.9
L-cau L-put L-vstr RR-put Rstep. In this implementation of LM-OP the time subsets are
L-cau
L-put
L-vstr
R-cau
R-put
R-vstr
cau
vstr
formed by dividing the entire frame length into three parts.
Each time subset is then formed by grouping a sixteenth part of
Figure 2. Ratio of BP values obtained with each NORM for each region and
each reconstruction method. Study 1 on the left, study 2 on the right.
each of the three parts. All data were corrected for dead time.
ECAT 953B. Dead time, normalization, scatter and
attenuation corrected data were reconstructed using FORE +
2DFBP, following our standard processing method for ECAT
953B data acquired in 3D mode (12).
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The statistical reconstruction algorithms provide very similar
results (within ~ 5%): the BP values are closer for study 1,
which had a higher number of counts/frame. The agreement
with FD is less good and more variable.
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Figure 3. Average ratio of TAC points and ratio minimum and maximum
ratio value. Results are averaged over striatal and background regions
separately. Study 1 on the left, study 2 on the right.
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B. Effect of axial span
Study 1
Study 2
Figures 4 and 5 show the effect of span on the BP estimate
and comparison of TAC points for 3DOP and FD for both
Figure 6. BP obtained with the algorithms described in the x-axis
studies. For 3DOP, data obtained from span 9 and span 3 are normalized to BP obtained with 3DOP for the six striatal regions described in
virtually identical for both studies regardless of normalization, the legend (see methods).
both when comparing the BP and individual TAC points values
(agreement within ~ 1%). In contrast, a bigger variability is
D. Specific comparison of LM-OP and 3DOP.
observed when comparing the TAC points obtained with FD,
Although conceptually identical, 3DOP and LM-OP still
even though the mean values for the variables are very close.
showed some minor variations in tracer concentration estimates
especially when a relatively low number of counts/frame was
acquired and a systematic difference in the first frame for all
3DOP-NORM1
BP / BP
ROIs (figure 7).
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Figure 4. For each reconstruction method BP values obtained with span9
normalized to those obtained with span3. Study 1 on the left, study 2 on the
right.
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Figure 7. Sample TACs. Note the concentration overestimation by LM-OP
in the first frame – encircled.
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Figure 5. Average ratio of TAC points and ratio minimum and maximum
ratio value. Results are averaged over striatal and background regions
separately. Study 1 on the left, study 2 on the right. Data are averaged
separately over the striatal and the reference regions.

C. Effect of reconstruction algorithm
Figure 6 shows the BP obtained with LM-OP and FD
(span3) normalized to BP obtained with 3DOP (span3) using
NORM1. Almost identical results were obtained for NORM2.

The reason for the systematic difference was traced to the
nature of the time subsets coupled with a very fast increase in
the number of counts during the first minute after tracer
injection (figure 8). The later time subsets contain a higher than
average number of counts compared to the earlier time subsets
in spite of some degree of time interleaving. Since, the later
time subsets are used in the final image update steps, they
introduce an upwards bias in the estimated radioactivity level.
When list mode data were reconstructed using one subset only
the agreement between LM-OP was restored (figure 8).
Random variations were attributed to the fact that although
the two methods use the same overall data, the subsets are not
identical: in a situation of low counts, statistical differences in
the subsets may lead to a different final image.
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Figure 8. Left - count rate variation during the first frame of study 2. Grey
arrows indicate the approximate time-regions of the data contributing to the
first subset, while the black arrows indicate the time-regions of the data
contributing to the 16th subset. Right - profiles through a single image of the
first frame of study 2 (~ 7M counts). LM-OP performed with one subsets
agrees much better with 3DOP while a clear overestimation is observed for
data reconstructed with LM-OP 16 subsets.

Figure 10. HRRT image - left (HRRT resolution ~ (2.5mm) 3); ECAT image
– right (ECAT resolution ~ (6 mm)3). In both cases the axial slice thickness
was adjusted to approximately 6 mm by summing the appropriate number of
individual slices.
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Such difference tends to disappear as the number of acquired
events increases. This is illustrated in figure 9 where the same
profiles through single slices are shown for two adjacent time
frames of study 1: frame 4 with approximately 30M counts
and frame 5 containing approximately 130 M counts. A much
better agreement between the profiles is observed for the image
obtained from data sets containing more counts.
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Figure 11. Comparison of BP values obtained with the HRRT and the
ECAT 953B for six striatal regions. Data were obtained for the same subject
scanned under identical conditions on the two scanners.

Data from the HRRT and the ECAT 953B were also
compared on a TAC level (figure 12).
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Figure 9. Profiles through the same slice. Profiles obtained from images
reconstructed from a data set containing 30M counts - right, profiles obtained
from images reconstructed from a data set containing 130M counts - left.
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E. Comparison to the data obtained on the ECAT 953B
Figure 10 shows a representative image obtained on the
HRRT compared to an equivalent image obtained on the ECAT
953B. The comparison between the BP values obtained from
identical scanning protocols of the same animal on the two
scanners is illustrated in figure 11. In average the BP values
obtained on the HRRT are approximately 50% higher
compared to those measured on the ECAT 953B, fairly
uniformly over the target regions. Some degree of region
dependency in the results of the comparison is to be expected,
since the ROI placement on the two image data sets, although
optimally matched, was still not identical. Furthermore the
anatomical size of the striatal regions was not identical thus
leading to a somewhat variable impact of the partial volume
effect.
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Figure 12. Comparison of sample TAC between the HRRT (3DOP sp 3)
and ECAT for the ventral striatum and the occipital cortex. Curves are
normalized by their mean.

The overall shape of the reference region TAC was found to
be very similar between the two scanners which supports the
fact that the HRRT provides accurate dynamic information; the
reference region is not expected to suffer from partial volume
effect on either scanner, therefore the shapes of the two
reference region TACs are expected to be extremely similar, if
the data are reconstructed correctly. The difference in the shape
of the striatal TAC is to be attributed to a different amount of
partial volume effect on the two scanners.
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